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We still give a hoot!
September 2010 Issue
After returning from Colorado I decided that I should “reclaim” my
back yard and clean up my swimming pool so that I could run my
radio controlled Albacore in it. I also decided that it was time to
convert the Revell Gato submarine kit into a radio controlled USS
Sea Owl in WW II configuration (see the ‘40s page for more info).
On August 12 my Russian friend, Dmitry Zubkov arrived in Groton
for the reunion of the USS George Washington Carver. As I had
mentioned in the June issue, I helped Sea Owl shipmate, CAPT Jon
Warn by putting him in touch with Dmitry. I have written more
about his visit on the ‘60s page. Since the first day of the Carver
reunion was the 10th anniversary of the loss of the Russian
submarine, Kursk, they held a special recognition ceremony at the
Submarine Force Museum during a welcoming reception there.
On September 17 I met a delegation of officials from Pushkin who
were in Worcester for a week long program titled “Provision of
Municipal Services” sponsored by the Library of Congress Open
World Program and administered locally by the International Center
of Worcester. They had spent two days in Washington, DC prior to
coming to Worcester. One member of the delegation was Ivan
Stepanov who I had met while in Pushkin in June. He is Head of the
Pushkin City Administration and a former Russian submariner who
once served as Weapons Officer on a Russian Victor class nuclear
submarine.
Finally, taking advantage of the beautiful New England fall weather,
I decided to paint my house. As I write this, the job is about three
quarters finished, but since it looks like it will rain all week, I can
finish writing the newsletter.
A Southwest Asian Odyssey- Part 1

President’s Message
Shipmates & 1st Mates:
I trust that everyone had a great summer...where did it go?! Without
our normal reunion this year, we have a few items that we should try
to work on. Tom Moniz has mentioned that if someone else is
willing to take on the position of Vice President, he would like to
step down. All interested shipmates, please contact me.
Then there is the reunion for 2011 - where are we going to have
it...when are we going to have it? I have a spot in mind...but that's
only me. Please send me your reunion choice...the Association
Officers will look at them all, then decide where our 2011 reunion
will be.
Carol & I have made travel plans for the future. We will be in
Virginia Beach, VA October 15th for a few days, then on to Mobile,
AL for a few days, then it's over to St. Mary's, GA to attend the
WWII Memorial Service in Kings Bay Sub Base, October 29th.
During Jan/Feb we are in the Orlando, FL area for a 5 day vacation. I
will have everyone's address & phone number with me...so if I'm in
your area, expect a phone call.
As we approach the Holiday Season, Carol & I sincerely hope that
everyone has a great season with family members. We think of you
often.
Roy
From the Editor
By now you know the story of why we are not having a reunion this
year. Roy is encouraging all who can to attend the World War II
memorial service at King’s Bay. It will not be the same this year
without John Crouse who in the past has played a key role in
organizing it. I have much more to say about John on the ‘40s page.
This month we are blessed with another excellent “Cartoon Bob”
D’Amico cartoon which you will see on the ‘50s page. It is a tribute
to all COBs.
Bruce Blessington returns with the first part of what he promises to
be a three-part series. I welcome him back as a contributor and look
forward to reading about his adventure!
Wow, so much has been happening with me since the June issue!
Right after mailing it out I left on a one week trip to Russia to attend
the 300th birthday celebration of Worcester’s Russian sister city,
Pushkin. Pushkin is about 20 kilometers south of St. Petersburg and
was known as Tsarskoe Selo or Czar’s Village for the czar’s summer
palaces located there and in the immediate vicinity. Of these the
most spectacular is Catherine Palace which I toured while there.
After returning from Russia I left for Colorado to spend July 4 th in
Guffey with my son and his wife, Corey’s family followed by a
couple of days camping and a rafting day trip on the Upper Colorado
River near Vail. I also got to see where they will soon be moving in
Buena Vista within about 100 yards of the Arkansas River.

By: Bruce Blessington

The blond in the Italian sunglasses and tight leather looked right
through me in response to my cheery “good afternoon”. The two
guys with no necks and ill fitting suits picked up her fancy guitar
case and Gucci tote bag and moved her and them to the other side of
the Glasgow General Aviation VIP lounge. But then, she was a rock
star and I was, according to the ID hanging around my neck, only a
lowly “Relief Pilot and Safety Officer”. This social slight had little
effect on my sense of satisfaction and delight after having completed
an Atlantic crossing in a Beechcraft KingAir twin engine turbo-prop,
8 passenger aircraft.
The adventure began when I volunteered to be part of a 3 person
delivery crew to fly a specially modified Beechcraft from New
England to Southwest Asia as part of my Company’s undertakings
there. (see www.flightlandata.com for more details). The crew
consisted of two young but very experienced pilots, Ed P. the pilot in
command and Jesse L. the first officer. Your author holds a pilot’s
license but has not flown for years (until now) and is clearly not
capable of handling this aircraft without supervision. However, my
navigation skills are current and these proved to be of some use
during our trip.
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We are finally on our way again after spending more time doing our
flight planners’ jobs for them. We filed for 21,000 feet for the leg
over to Greenland only to discover that Canadian Ocean Control
would not allow us to fly at that altitude without a HF radio fitted.
Thanks, flight planners! So we re-filed for 25,000 feet. By the time
that drill was over, a front with potential icing conditions rolled
through. We waited. Now we are in the clouds climbing slowly to
25,000 feet . 45 minutes later we are out on top in bright sunshine
headed for southern Greenland. The cloud deck is beginning to
dissipate and through the holes we can seen our first glimpse of large
icebergs. About an hour into the flight we discovered that the cabin
altitude won’t pressurize to anything less than 12,000 feet. Hypoxia
is not a desirable condition so we all begin to intermittently puff on
supplemental oxygen.
At this point, Ed says “So are you ready to fly this baby?” Am I
ready? Is the Pope Catholic? Is Bill Gates rich? Ed unwinds his 6
foot plus frame from the left seat and I take his place, disengage the
auto pilot and take control of the airplane…well in a manner of
speaking. I’m all over the sky. I can hold the altitude within
tolerance and the heading goes to hell. I recapture the heading only
to discover that the altitude is 200 feet off the mark. Did I ever really
fly? What happened to all those brain chemicals I worked so hard to
develop many years ago? I’m sweating and swearing until Ed finally
comes to my rescue. “Not bad for the first time in twenty–two years”
he says. “Maybe there is hope”, I think as I’m taking on water and
more oxygen.
At 2:30 into the flight, the southern Greenland coast is in sight as we
approach from the west. The icecap in this part of Greenland has
receded a good bit revealing a terrain of volcanic rock, A number of
old volcano cones are visible suggesting a tumultuous geological
history. As we get closer, the number of icebergs in the fjords
increases. At first glance it’s like looking down on a crowded harbor
filled with boats. But there are no boats, only ice. Narsarsuaq airport,
our destination, is located at the eastern end of a beautiful bay. We
approach downwind with a mountain peak off our right wing. As we
turn to the base leg a second peak appears just behind the first. As
we turn onto final to line up with the runway we are flying through
an uncomfortably narrow slot between the two peaks which now
loom over us. Good thing this is a clear day. An instrument approach
here would test our pilots’ skills. Wheels on the ground at 1710 local
1910Z. It’s a beautiful day in Narsarsuaq, population 125, 65° with
visibility forever. But we can’t linger. Fuel is delivered, we chat up
Ole, the station manager, (a former mercenary in Rhodesia) who is
also the approach controller, tower controller and ground controller.
No customs and immigration here. Just in and out.

Left to right, First Officer Jesse, the author and Captain Ed
7 July 2010 Lawrence, MA
We are in the Company conference room surrounded by boxes of
Jeppesen approach plates covering every airport in North America,
Europe, the Middle East and South Asia. I’ve just stepped off the
scales with all of my gear as part of Ed’s weight and balance
calculations. Jesse’s on the phone trying to explain to our flight
planning service that their filings are inaccurate because they have
used the wrong aircraft speed. 255 knots vs. 215 knots makes a big
difference in arrival times at way points and destinations. The nice
but untrained girl on the other end of the phone insists that 255 is
correct because that’s what the computer spits out as the default
value when she plugs in Beechcraft B100. This issue haunted us
throughout the trip and was maddeningly difficult to resolve.
But by the day’s end we are ready to go, at least as far as Iceland
where we will receive the preloaded card for our Garmin GPS with
all of the way points and approaches for basically, the world. (It
didn’t make it in time for this departure.)
8 July 2010 1230 Local, 1630Z Leg 1 - 875 miles
We’re off from Lawrence on a hot hazy day. The whole Company
has turned out to see us off. The Beechcraft devours lots of runway
getting into the air with full tanks, equipment and a lousy density
altitude given the 90 degree plus heat. Goose Bay Labrador will be
our first stop. We work our way up the New England coast over my
home in Maine and into New Brunswick. We spent a bit of time
dodging some fully developed thunder heads over New Brunswick,
eventually emerging over the Gulf of St. Lawrence with Anticosti
Island below and the Newfoundland/Labrador coast ahead. The
cloud deck is about 18,000 and we are beneath it as we approach
Goose Bay. This part of Southeastern Labrador is dotted with
hundreds of lakes, a true fly fisherman’s paradise. We get a straight
in approach and have the chocks in place at 1700 local, 2000Z.
As I opened the door my first impression was the strongest scent of
pine I’ve ever experienced. The weather was clearing and the wind
had gone west blowing the moist air from the forests in our
direction. Goose Bay itself is small, 750 people and unremarkable.
It’s got a main street and that’s about all that’s paved. Lodging was
at the North Hotel, Spartan but adequate. Dinner in the restaurant
next door was filling but hardly fine dining. The Irving base at the
airport was one of the best equipped and best run FBO’s I’ve ever
encountered; great service, amenities and people.
9 July 2010 1255 Local, 1555Z Leg 2 - 795 miles

Approaching Narsarsuaq Greenland from the west. Note the glacier
extending down into the bay and the thousands of icebergs.
9 July 2010 1830 Local 2030Z Leg 3 - 790 miles
We’re off at Narsarsuaq, flying west to east across the Greenland ice
cap. No signs of global warming just a frozen landscape to the
horizon. We are bound for Reykjavik Iceland, 790 miles to the east.
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11 July 2010 1115 Local 1115Z Leg 4 - 810miles
Our intrepid courier arrives right on schedule at 0600 local with the
cardin her pocket. We fuel, check the GPS and file a new flight plan
(ourselves) and clear out of Reykjavik. I am also now the official caterer
since the flight planning service’s food arrangements were barely fit for
human consumption. I got my second turn at the controls on this leg and
to my surprise did much better. I was far from smooth and relaxed but at
least the gauges weren’t jiggling up and down as badly as before.
At about 1415Z we entered Scottish airspace and had to pay close
attention to cut through the thick burr of the controllers. “What did he say
Jesse?” “Haven’t a clue. “Bruce, what do you think he said?” “
Something like descend and maintain but I didn’t get the altitude.” “I’d
better ask him to repeat.” And so it went, all the way to the ground. We
got the wheels on the deck at Glasgow International at 1400Z with a 20
knot crosswind and some higher gusts on final. We were rockin’ and
crabbin’ all the way to touchdown. A great job by Captain Ed and a
strong finish to the trans-Atlantic portion of our Odyssey. (to be
continued.)
Author’s note: Apologies to the reader for being deliberately vague
about some of the details and purpose of this journey due to the
sensitive nature of our work for the US government. Your
understanding is appreciated. Comments and questions welcome. I’ll
respond with as much clarity as I am able. bblessington@hughes.net

Central Greenland icecap
The flight is unremarkable and since this airspace is controlled by
Iceland, we are able to cross at 21,000 feet and get by without
supplemental oxygen. We are now well above 60° north flying in a
northeasterly direction so we are enjoying “white nights”. We finally
landed at Reykjavik at 2345 local, 2345Z and the sun was still above
the horizon. We flew into the general aviation terminal in Reykjavik
where customs and immigration officials were waiting for us.
Formalities were quick and pleasant and we were off to our hotel
adjacent to the field. It had been a long day and that beer at midnight
tasted awfully good.
10 July 2010 Reykjavik
Bad news. No Garmin GPS card. They sent the wrong one again and
the replacement won’t be in the hands of our US support team until
later today. We cannot enter European airspace without this data base
in our GPS. So we are stuck in Iceland until tomorrow. One of our
team will board an Iceland Air flight in Boston at 2100 tonight and
fly overnight to Keflavik International Airport to deliver the card in
hand to us. Meanwhile, we enjoy some down time and a great dinner
in one of the city’s best seafood restaurants. The Icelandic economy
may be in the dumpster but there were plenty of people out and
enjoying the fine summer weather.

One of the saddest parts of doing the newsletter is the listing of those
shipmates who have departed on “eternal patrol” since the last issue.
We have learned since the last newsletter of the passing of these
shipmates:
George Snell – YN 64-67 – July 9
Jack Empie - EN 62-64 & 66-69 – September 6
We extend our deepest sympathy to family and friends of our
departed shipmates.
There is a port of no return, where ships
May ride at anchor for a little space
And then, some starless night, the cable slips,
Leaving an eddy at the mooring place . . .
Gulls, veer no longer. Sailor, rest your oar.
No tangled wreckage will be washed ashore.
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Departing Rekjavik, Iceland
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The 40’s
September 2010 Issue
Radio Controlled Sea Owl Model

John Crouse

By Ken Johnson

By Ken Johnson

When the Revell Gato plastic model kit was released several years
ago I bought it with the idea that some day I would build it as a radio
controlled model of the World War II Sea Owl. This summer I
decided that it was time to at least start it.
This model which is 52 inches long when assembled has ample room
inside to include a “pressure hull” containing the electronics,
batteries and motors and early on several experienced modelers
began working on converting it. Dave Merriman, one of the masters
at building radio controlled submarines, developed a detailed set of
instructions for converting this kit to radio control and has marketed
the parts needed through Caswell Plating. You can order these parts
from them at http://www.caswellplating.com/models/gato.html. The
D&E Sub-DriverTM. assembly consists of a Lexan tube 2-1/2 inches
diameter with machined plastic end caps and interior bulkheads. He
has marketed this in fully assembled and tested or kit versions. Along
with this he has developed other parts needed to do such things as
extending , retracting and tilting bow planes.
The above site lists the additional required and optional parts and
accessories needed to complete the model including a five DVD set
of assembly instructions.
At this time I can show a progress photograph of the model as I have
completed it so far. Final assembly will be a winter project with “sea
trials” next spring after my backyard pool becomes useable again
after the coming winter.

John Crouse, director of the St. Marys Submarine Museum since its
inception in 1995, died Saturday, September 4th after collapsing two
days earlier at the USSVI annual convention in Cincinnati. John was
58 and suffered a heart attack. He was taken to a nearby medical
center, but never regained consciousness.
Those of us who have visited the St. Mary’s Museum and met John
know how dedicated he was to this museum and particularly to the
submarine veterans of World War II. In the words of Keith Post, a
museum plank owner and a member of its board of directors, "If he
could have scripted the final moments of his life, I don't think he
could have come up with a more perfect ending than at the submarine
veterans annual convention, He lived and breathed the submarine
museum. His legacy at the museum will live far beyond his years."
Royal Weaver, vice president of the sub museum, said Crouse had
planned his final arrangements prior to having bypass surgery last
spring. True to his wishes, a celebration of life ceremony was held at
St. Mary’s Submarine Museum on September 17th with the “uniform
of the day” Hawaiian shirts and leis. He will be buried at sea.
Shortly after his death, the USSVI established a USSVI Charitable
Foundation scholarship fund in John’s name and the USS Sea Owl
Association has contributed $100 to this fund. Those of you who may
choose to make a personal donation may do so either to this fund or,
per John’s wishes, to the St. Mary’s Submarine Museum.
You can view a tour of the St. Mary’s Submarine Museum with John
Crouse here: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bB8KLQBop-I. This
was filmed several years ago by Pat Householder, Past Commander
of USSVI.

Significant modifications to the kit are needed to make it accessible
for installation and maintenance of the “pressure hull|” and other
components including cutting of the model lengthwise after assembly
along the widest beam dimension as shown in the photo. I opted to
purchase the D&E Sub-DriverTM in kit form, saving me $85 over
the fully assembled and tested version.
Since the Revell kit is of a Gato class submarine and Sea Owl was a
Balao class, the final model may differ in some respects from Sea
Owl. Perhaps the most significant is the deck gun. The model comes
with a 4”/50 main deck gun and Sea Owl had a 5”/25 main deck gun.
The model also comes with one single 40mm gun and Sea Owl had
two such guns. There is also some other differences in masts and
limber holes, but my intent will be to make it as accurate as I can a
representation of Sea Owl’s WW II configuration.
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The 50’s
September 2010 Issue

“Cartoon Bob” D’Amico’s Tribute to COBs
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The 60’s
June 2010 Issue
George Washington Carver Reunion

Since it was also the 10th anniversary of the loss of the Russian
submarine, Kursk, a special wreath laying memorial ceremony was
held with both Admiral Fargo and Capt Zubkov participating. For
this occasion I prepared a display about the \Kursk including a
builder’s model of an Oscar II submarine which I had borrowed
from the USS Saratoga Museum Foundation Headquarters in North
Kingstown, RI. The display listed the names of those lost and
included photographs I had taken of the Kursk memorial in a St.
Petersburg cemetery which I had visited in 2006.
On Friday, August 13th at Dealey Center on the Sub Base Admiral
Fargo and Captain Zubkov addressed the enlisted graduating class
which was named the USS George Washington Carver class. As
far as I know this was the first time a Russian submarine officer
addressed a US Navy graduating enlisted submarine school class.
During the afternoon after the graduation ceremony a question and
answer session was held in Dealey Hall with Admiral Fargo and
Captain Zubkov answering questions from members of the
graduating class and others. This is Dmitry and me during lunch
between the graduation and afternoon session.

By Ken Johnson

Since I had been instrumental in getting Dmitry Zubkov, retired
Russian Navy Capt 1st Rank, invited by Sea Owl shipmate Capt
Jon Warn, USN (Ret) to attend the George Washington Carver
Reunion in August, I was invited to participate in the reunion. Also
participating in the reunion was Admiral Thomas Fargo, USN
(Ret.) who once served aboard the Carver. The reunion was at the
Raddison Hotel in New London and included sponsoring of an
enlisted submarine school class, tour of submarine school and, for
some, a tour of the Los Angeles class submarine, USS Springfield.
On the first day of the reunion, August 12, they had a reception at
the Submarine Force Museum. The Carver had erected this display
and had commissioned this sculpture by Warner Hyde of Raleigh,

NC, shown here with the sculpture. The display was a tribute to all
nations who maintain a submarine fleet. It was installed at the
entrance to the Museum and remained there for 30 days.
Dmitry commanded the Delta I ballistic missile submarine, K-475,
from 1972-80 very likely with missiles aimed at targets in the
United States. During this same period in history the USS George
Washington Carver patrolled with missiles undoubtedly aimed at
targets in the Soviet Union.
Dmitry has a son, Dmitry Jr, a Captain in the Russian Federation
Navy currently serving as a staff officer in Russia’s Northern Fleet
and a grandson, Alexy, who is a midshipman in the Russian Naval
Academy. He was accompanied on this trip by his wife, Valentina,
came with him on this trip and the Carver ladies hosted a tea for
her on Saturday afternoon.
The reunion ended on Saturday evening with a banquet at the
Ocean Beach Port and Starboard Lounge with entertainment
provided by a USO group of three ladies and one male performer.
All in all it was a great reunion!
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